
                     

    
 

Before children can fully comprehend giant, they need to understand the differences between big and little. 
This week they will compare big and little things from animals to words.   We will have BIG fun and we’ll 
probably get a little messy too! 
 
Wonderful Word of the Week: Enormous 
What a fun word to describe something of gigantic proportions! Enormous means something bigger than its 
usual size. Other synonyms include huge, vast, massive, giant, mammoth, gigantic, colossal, and gargantuan. 
Have fun with this word this week at home. How often can we use it in a sentence?   
 
Letter Knowledge: Gg  
 
Math Focus of the Week: Comparing attributes, Measurement; Number 9; Shape: Circle 
This week we will sort items by size, compare size and capacity of containers, play games to compare lengths. 
Create shapes with pattern blocks, compare timers, and make and measure handprints in the sand and 
compare with that of a brachiosaurus footprint.  
 
What Research Suggests: Getting a child to focus before we speak is an important aspect of making sure our 
words are being processed in the listener’s brain. We help the children get focused before each lesson through 
connection activities and brain boosters.  Just as focusing sends the information into the brain, reflecting after 
the lesson is over helps the learner make sense of the information and increases the chances that the 
information will be understood. Focusing and reflecting are crucial steps in processing information (learning). 
 
Fall Science Donations:  Families, as we discuss the big and little changes of the season, we’d love to have a 
variety of gourds, small pumpkins, and Indian corn for the children to investigate. Lumpy, smooth, dark, light… 
we will take them all!  If you would like to donate one of these items to our class. Please send it in with your 
child.   As we get closer to Halloween, we would like a donation of (1) very large pumpkin so that we can carve 
it and have a slimy sensory experience.  
 
Chapel:   You are invited to join us for chapel on Thursday, October 17. We will start promptly at 9:50 am.  We 
hope to see you if you can make it. 
 
Community Connection: It’s Scary to Be Hungry 
Our School Family is participating in the annual Scary to Be Hungry food drive benefitting the RCS food pantry. This is an 
important opportunity to work together, families at home and school, to make a difference and teach our children 
valuable life lessons in compassion and kindness. We are collecting food donations from Monday, October 14 to Friday, 
October 18.  PLEASE DO NOT SEND IN GLASS PRODUCTS…they tend to break in our collection basket.  Thank you for 
your support! 

 
 
 Enjoy your week! 
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